Introduction
Spatial separation of target and masker sound sources, as compared to when target and masker sound sources are co-located, leads to spatial release from masking (SRM, see Litovsky, 2012 , for a review). In an identification task, Yost (2017) showed that SRM occurs at measurable levels only with fewer than six symmetrically placed, spatially separated masking sound sources. The recent literature suggests that listeners' ability to count the number of similar and nearly simultaneous sound sources (numerosity) is limited to five or fewer sound sources when the sources are spatially separated (e.g., see Kawashima and Sato, 2015; Zhong and Yost, 2017) . Santala and Pulkki (2011) and Zhong and Yost (2017) also showed that the ability to correctly localize the sources of multiple similar, simultaneously presented sounds is limited to five or fewer sound sources. Thus, identification, numerosity, and localization of similar, nearly simultaneously presented sounds from spatially separated sources all appear to be limited to just a few (five or fewer) sound sources. However, we are aware of only one study involving the ability of normal hearing listeners to determine changes in the location of multiple sound sources (Zhong and Yost, 2017) . And, the numerosity literature cited above involved numerous observations before listeners made a decision as to the number of sound sources. The current paper provides an additional investigation of how well human listeners can discriminate changes in the spatial configuration of multiple sources presenting nearly simultaneous similar sounds, especially as a function of the number of sound sources. The study also compares scenarios in which listeners were provided a different number of observations of the spatial configuration of the sound sources.
Experiment 1
A same-different psychophysical procedure evaluated how well listeners discriminated a change in the spatial configuration of sound sources located on an azimuth circle. The sounds were consonant-vowel pairs (CVs) that could be concatenated to make longer nonsense, word-like utterances, thereby affording listeners more time to process the spatial configurations. The sound sources were 24 loudspeakers (Boston Acoustics 100x Soundware, Peabody, MA) located on the azimuth plane at the height of listeners' pinnae. Either 2, 3, 6, or 8 loudspeakers presented sounds nearly simultaneously, each from individual loudspeakers so that the presented sounds were maximally spatially separated given the number of sounds being presented.
Method
Subjects. Twelve listeners (nine females and three males; all between the ages of 19 and 33) who reported normal hearing participated in experiment I. All procedures in both experiments I and II were approved by the Arizona State University Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects.
Stimuli. The stimuli were 16 CV pairs consisting of all combinations of the consonants /b/, /h/, /n/, and /t/ with the vowels /a/, /e/, /o/, and /u/ (see Yost et al., 2018, for details) . The CVs were spoken by ten male and ten female native English speakers (320 CVs total). Each talker spoke several versions of each CV. The CVs were filtered (3-pole, Butterworth filter) between 125 and 8000 Hz, normalized in level, and temporally centered in the middle of a 500-ms file that otherwise contained no sound. A panel of three normal hearing members of the lab chose those CVs that appeared to be the clearest and as close to 500 ms in duration as possible. These CVs were not intended to be used in speech intelligibility experiments, but in numerosity and spatial configuration experiments. The shortest CV was 437 ms and the longest 495 ms; thus the largest temporal difference between CV onsets or offsets was 29 ms. There were two overall stimulus durations: either one CV file was presented, resulting in a 0.5-s stimulus, or four randomly chosen, but different, CV files spoken by the same speaker were concatenated back-to-back to make a 2-s stimulus.
Listening room. The listening room (see Yost et al., 2015) contains a 24-loudspeaker (Boston Acoustics SoundWare, Boston, MA) array (15 spacing) at pinna height on a 5-ft radius circle in a 12 Â 15 Â 10-ft (length Â width Â height) room. All six room surfaces are covered with acoustic foam (Noise Reduction Coefficient rating of 0.9) yielding an ambient noise level of 31 dBA and a wideband reverberation time (RT60) of approximately 105 ms. Listeners were instructed to face the center (0 ) loudspeaker, which had a red dot on it, at all times. Listeners were monitored from a control room via an intercom and camera on each trial and rarely failed to face the center loudspeaker (in these rare cases, the trial was repeated).
Procedure. The number of sound sources (2, 3, 6, or 8) was chosen at random for each trial. The base loudspeakers presenting the CVs were randomly determined at the beginning of each trial such that the sounds were presented from maximally separated loudspeakers (two sounds separated by 180 , three sounds by 120 , six sounds by 60 , and eight sounds by 45
). The base spatial configuration of the loudspeakers (Stimulus A) was then "rotated" clockwise to create Stimulus B by either 15 , for a "Small Separation," or rotated by the maximum amount possible given the number of sound sources, for a "Large Separation." With two sounds, the large separation was 90 , for three sounds it was 60 , for six sounds it was 30 , and for eight sounds it was also 30 . Figure 1 shows the basic loudspeaker arrangement and an example of a Small and Large spatial separation when there were three sound sources. At the beginning of each trial, one of the four possible two interval presentations was chosen at random (each type of presentation was presented equally often) for each same-different trial: AA (Same), BB (Same), AB (Different), BA (Different). Thus, half of the time (randomly determined), the sound sources presented in interval one were clockwise to those in interval two and on the other half of the trials they were counterclockwise. There was a 500-ms pause between the two intervals, and the listener then indicated if the locations of the CV sounds in the two intervals were the "Same" or "Different." A 1-s pause followed a response before the next trial began. In half of the conditions (blocked across trials) the same talkers (randomly determined) spoke the CVs in both intervals (Same Talkers condition). In the other half of the trials the talkers for one interval were different (randomly determined) from the talkers used in the other interval (Different Talkers condition). In all conditions, the CVs were always different from talker to talker, interval to interval, and trial to trial. Listeners were also told that CVs would be the stimuli and that the CVs would always be different from location to location and from trial to trial. They were told that sometimes the talkers of the CVs would be the same from one interval to the next and sometimes they would be different. No feedback was provided. At the beginning of experiment I, listeners were provided an example of two talkers each uttering one CV presented at þ90
and a similar pair presented at À90 . There were 20 trials for each condition (4 different number of sounds in each presentation Â 2 different CV concatenations Â Same or Different Talkers Â Small or Large Separation Â 4 same-different types of intervals ¼ 128 conditions) for 2560 trials per listener.
Results
The Same ("S") and Different ("D") responses were tabulated for each of the four types of same-different trials. The difference in the number of correct responses for the two same type of trials (AA or BB) was extremely small for all conditions, as was the difference in the two different types of trials (AB or BA). Thus, overall proportion correct (P[C]) responses was calculated using all four response types (i.e., 80 trials were used to estimate P[C]). Figure 2 shows the P[C] values for each listener for the conditions of experiment I. Details are explained in the figure caption. P[C] is highest when there are only two talkers, barely above chance (0.50) when there are three talkers, and essentially at chance when there are six and eight talkers. Having four CVs rather than one CV improves performance when there are two and three talkers, but not when there are six and eight talkers. Performance is also slightly better in the Same talker conditions as compared to the Different talker conditions-again this is mostly true when there are two or three talkers.
A four-way, repeated measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was calculated with the number of talkers (n ¼ 4), the number of CVs (nCVs ¼ 2), the size of the spatial separation (Spatial ¼ 2), and same or different talkers (Talkers ¼ 2) as the main effects. The individual data of all listeners but one showed the same trends found in the mean data (i.e., if the mean indicate one condition had a higher P[C] value than another condition, all listeners P[C] values for the condition were either greater or the same as that for the other condition), and so all four main effects were significant at a significance level of 0.05 [n: F(3,33) ¼ 7.02, p ¼ 0.0009; nCVs: F(1,11) ¼ 5.98, p ¼ 0.0325; Spatial: F(1,11) ¼ 7.11, p ¼ 0.0219; Talkers: F(1,11) ¼ 6.89, p ¼ 0.0236]. There were no statistically significant interactions. The one listener whose data did not always conform to the trends found in the mean data had a higher P[C] for the Same Talker compared to the Different Talker conditions when there were eight talkers each speaking four CVs.
Interim discussion
The results shown in Fig. 2 suggest that determining a change in the spatial configuration of multiple sound sources is difficult when the sounds are similar and presented nearly simultaneously, except perhaps when there are only two sound sources. Changes in larger spatial separations are more easily discriminated than smaller ones, although this is probably true only when the number of sources is two or three. When the same talkers utter the words for both Stimulus A and B, it is easier to discern a change in spatial configuration than when the talkers differ. This may be because there is a very noticeable change in the stimuli between the two intervals when the CVs, the talkers, and the spatial configuration all change (Different-Talkers condition) as compared to when just the CV and the spatial configuration change (Same-Talkers condition). That is, the amount of similarity among the sounds does seem to affect the ability to determine spatial configuration changes of multiple sound sources. The longer the stimulus (e.g., comparing the data for the 2-s, four-concatenated CV files with those for the 0.5-s, 1-CV file) the better able listeners are at determining a change in spatial configuration, but this appears to apply only when there are fewer than six sound sources. For the Different Talkers condition, location would be the only useful dimension for detecting a change in spatial location, as listeners would not be able to use the continuity in talkers from one presentation to the next to help in determining a change in location. Thus, it appears that location, especially when there are more than three or four locations to be attended, is not a primary auditory dimension on its own in comparison with, for example, the spectral dimension. Clearly, as the number of talkers increases the spatial separation between the sound sources decreases. Thus, the results shown in Fig. 2 could also be described as showing that as the spatial separation between sources decreases, the ability to discriminate a change in spatial configuration decreases. However, the smallest separation was 15 , which is considerably larger than the minimum audible angle of 1 -7 (Mills, 1958) or the root-mean-square (rms) error (6.2 ) for single broadband sounds . showed that the rms error for localizing two broadband noise sources was greater than for one, but still usually less than 15
, so it may not be surprising that spatial configuration changes could be discriminated for the two-talker conditions. We are not aware of measures of sound source localization accuracy for each sound source when there more than two sources producing nearly simultaneous sounds.
Recall that the change in stimulus configuration from interval 1 to 2 was either clockwise (B ! A) or counterclockwise (A ! B). Change in either direction is informative that a change occurred. However, because sound sources are on a circle, a change of x in the clockwise direction is also a change in 360 -x in the counterclockwise direction. The angular difference in the clockwise (x ) vs counterclockwise (360 -x ) direction decreases as the number of loudspeakers presenting sounds increases. Thus, different listening strategies would probably be implicated if a spatial configuration change was noted as being clockwise or counterclockwise.
The current experiment was designed to maximize listeners' ability to discriminate a change in spatial configuration by allowing them to use any possible strategy in making a discrimination decision. For instance, they could have tried to attend to one loudspeaker location and determine if one of the two sounds was presented from there and another was not, or they could have had a strategy based on sound sources rotating, or on the direction of rotation, etc. In the Same talker conditions, listeners may have attended to one talker's voice and attempted to determine if that talker changed location. No listener was above chance when there were six or eight talkers-apparently no strategy used by listeners enabled them to discriminate a change in spatial configuration when there were six or more talkers. These results appear consistent with the current numerosity literature, which suggests that listeners can process only about three-to-five similar and simultaneously presented sounds (for a review, see Zhong and Yost, 2017) . When it is difficult to process several sounds, as it would be for six and eight sounds, it is also difficult, if not impossible, to determine a change in how the sound sources are spatially arranged.
Sounds likely to induce front-back reversals might contribute to difficulty in determining changes in spatial configuration. Sounds that are broadband, as the sounds in this study are, are not prone to front-back reversals (which was confirmed by informal listening to the 0 and 180 , two-talker conditions). For several listeners, performance in experiment I was below chance (0.50). Binomial variance provides an estimate of the expected variation about P[C], based on the number of observations (80 trials in experiment I). The binomial variance about In other words, it explains why there would be responses of Different for Same trials, but not why there would be Same responses for Different trials. We do not have an explanation for these few cases of P[C] below 0.444, but we do note that in these cases discrimination performance is still poor, being only slightly better than 0.556.
Experiment II
In experiment I there was a single change in the spatial configuration between the two intervals of the same-different task. Experiment II investigated how several (8) steps (e.g., several "looks") of rotation of multiple sound sources in a clockwise versus counterclockwise direction might affect listener performance. All stimuli and the Listening Room were the same as in experiment I.
Method
Subjects. Seven listeners (five female and two males; all listeners between the ages of 19 and 36) who reported normal hearing participated in experiment II. One listener in experiment II also participated in experiment I.
Procedure. As in experiment I, on any trial the number of sounds (n ¼ 2, 3, 6, or 8) was chosen at random. The loudspeakers were randomly selected for each trial such that the sounds were presented from n loudspeakers separated by 360/n . Then, the sounds were presented once at each of eight successive loudspeakers (eight 15 steps) so that they rotated in either a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. Listeners indicated if they perceived the sound rotation as clockwise or counterclockwise. Again as in experiment I, there was either 1 CV or 4 CVs and the same talker was used for each of the eight sound presentations in the trial, or each of the eight presentations was from a different talker. The CVs always changed for each rotation step and for each talker; no CV/Talker combination was ever repeated for the eight presentations during a trial. Listeners were told that the CVs would always be different, but the talkers might be the same or different. No feedback was provided.
For the 1-CV condition, the CV files were played back-to-back as they rotated, so that a single CV file was presented from each loudspeaker for 0.5 s and then another CV was presented immediately from the next loudspeaker, creating a rotating train of CVs, making a trial 4 s long. In the 4-CV conditions, each successive presentation at each loudspeaker was 2 s, making a trial 16 s long. Each condition [4 Â number of talkers, 2 Â (Same vs Different) Talkers, 2 Â directions of rotation, 2 Â number of CVs ¼ 32 total conditions] was repeated 20 times, yielding 640 trials per listener. An example of a clockwise rotating set of eight different CVs was played at the beginning of experiment II to demonstrate the stimulus conditions to the listeners.
Results
In Fig. 3 P[C] clockwise versus counterclockwise discrimination responses are shown for each listener (7 listeners) as a function of the number of talkers-see the figure caption for details. Performance is high (P[C] > 0.85) when the number of talkers is two or three and decreases toward P[C] ¼ 0.70 as the number of talkers increases to six or eight. Performance is better when there are four concatenated CV files as compared to a single CV file and in the Same as compared to the Different talkers conditions.
As in experiment I, a three-way, repeated measures ANOVA was calculated with the number of talkers (n ¼ 4), number of concatenated CV files (nCVs ¼ 2), and same or different talkers (Talkers ¼ 2) as the main effects. All listeners showed the same trend in their individual data, as is shown for the mean data in Fig. 3 , and therefore all three main effects were significant at a 0.05 level of significance [n: F(3,18) ¼ 6.87, p ¼ 0.0028; nCVs: F(1,6) ¼ 7.9, p ¼ 0.0307; Talkers: F(1,6) ¼ 8.8, p ¼ 0.0251]. There were no statistically significant interactions. Note that the performance, in experiment II, of the one listener who participated in both experiments was similar to the average performance of all the other listeners and was therefore unlikely to have skewed the data of experiment II.
General discussion
Clearly, having eight looks at a changing spatial configuration (experiment II) makes it easier to process changes in spatial configuration than when there is just a single look (experiment I). Performance in experiment II did decline as the number of talkers increased, but even the performance for eight talkers was better than chance. Having longer sounds for each rotational step (i.e., 4 CVs vs 1 CV) improved performance a modest amount, as did having the Same talkers as compared to each presentation representing a Different talker (in both cases P[C] changed by approximately 0.02 to 0.05). As in experiment I, it might be that having many things (Talker and CV) change from one step to the next made it more difficult to determine rotation direction as compared to when fewer aspects (just CVs) of the sounds changed.
The saltatory motion of a sound playing from one loudspeaker after the next in discrete steps is not exactly the same as a single sound source that is continuously rotated around an azimuth circle. However, the perceptual sensation of rotation for such saltatory motion is almost identical to that of an actual sound source rotating or when amplitude panning is used to move phantom sound sources (see Perrott and Strybel, 1997) . Essentially, the listener perceives a moving sound source that plays the sound intermittently as it rotates around the listener. This is probably especially true for the conditions of experiment II in which the CV changed for each rotation step. It is not clear whether a continuously moving sound source (e.g., panning) would elicit some change in listener performance, nor can we speculate on the direction such a change would take.
Any strategy for determining changes in spatial configuration almost certainly requires some ability to locate one or more of the sound sources when multiple sources present nearly simultaneous sounds. Determining the location of multiple, simultaneously presented sounds is not easy, especially when the sounds are very similar-for a review and an experiment where independent broadband, long-duration noise bursts were used, see . We are not aware of a literature that indicates how well multiple, simultaneous sounds can each be localized when the sounds are more dissimilar than the noises used in the literature reviewed by . However, it is likely easier to locate multiple, simultaneous sounds when the sounds are different. Even when sounds are different, their waveforms are combined before the sounds reach the ears, and determining differences in the auditory spatial cues caused by one sound source versus another would seem to be a daunting task, especially if many different sound sources are presented simultaneously.
No theories or models have been well established to account for sound source localization of multiple sound sources presenting nearly simultaneous sounds, but used a temporal/spectral matrix approach that others have used or suggested (for a review, see to demonstrate that such an approach had promise as a possible model-for a related, but different approach, see Deshpande and Braasch (2017) . The idea of the temporal/spectral matrix used by several authors is that the waveform of the combination of several sounds arriving from different locations is divided into a matrix of short-temporal and narrow-spectral bins at each ear. An auditory spatial cue (e.g., interaural time difference, ITD, or interaural level difference, ILD, or interaural correlation, etc.) can then be calculated for each spectral/temporal bin. If one of the sounds of the mixture comes from a particular location, the interaural value (e.g., ITD) associated with that location may occur frequently in the matrix. Such a frequent occurrence might indicate the location of this sound source. However, this approach has difficulty accounting for the spatial location of more than a very few spatially located sound sources presenting sounds simultaneously unless the sounds were very long. Thus, this approach is qualitatively somewhat consistent with the data of this paper, in that it appears to be difficult to determine the spatial configuration of multiple simultaneously sounding sources when they number more than just a few. The longer the time provided to make a spatial configuration judgment (e.g., 4 CVs vs 1 CV or eight steps versus one step of rotation) the easier it is to determine the spatial configuration of multiple sound sources. Thus, quantitatively the approaches reviewed by appear to be worth pursuing as possible models of multiple sound source localization and the ability to determine the spatial configuration of multiple sound sources. One possible improvement to these models may be to augment ITD/ILD based grouping cues with designated auditory spatial channels at higher levels of processing. Neurophysiological findings suggest that there are, broadly speaking, two spatial channels (i.e., neural populations tuned to contralateral or ipsilateral space) in each hemifield of the auditory cortex of cats (Stecker et al., 2005) . While the two-channel model remains to be tested in detailed simulation studies, it is qualitatively consistent with results of this study. That is, the auditory system could discriminate changes in the spatial layout of two-to-three sources, given a maximum separation between them, because these sources evoke discriminable neural population responses by exciting different spatially sensitive neural populations. On the other hand, a denser spatial configuration with more than two-to-three sources could yield indiscriminable neural population responses because these sources excite the same spatially sensitive populations.
These data, along with those in the emerging auditory numerosity literature, imply that human listeners are limited in their ability to determine the number of sources in an auditory scene, and the spatial configuration of the sound sources may not provide much aid in determining the number of sources in a scene. If so, then it may not be necessary for virtual reality or similar systems to process/render a large number of sound sources in an auditory scene in order to provide auditory immersion. On the other hand, if human performance is limited, then perhaps in the future, machine listening algorithms (e.g., beam formers) may improve upon human performance and provide ways to aid humans in processing (identifying and localizing) a larger number of sound sources than they otherwise could.
